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Glow in the dark is a polyurethane based illuminating vinyl that allows you to create a stunning, long lasting glow, perfect 
for night time events. It has a bright and long lasting glow effect in the dark and has a soft touch.

Glow in the Dark is suitable for transfer to textiles like cotton, polyester, Cotton/Polyester blends

Glow in the dark can be used for lettering on T-shirts, sport & leisure wear, sport bags and promotional articles.

We recommend using a standard 45° blade. Glow in the Dark has an added protective layer which should be removed 
prior to cutting. After weeding the cut film is transferred by heat press. The PET liner should be removed warm.

Guarantee for a secure and long-lasting bond of Glow in the dark is only given when following the specified temperature 
and pressure conditions. We recommend evaluation on test material.

Due to the various influences which occur from production and transfer of plotter lettering, consistency of the carrier 
materials and also washing and cleaning conditions, product liability can only cover the unprocessed material.

45° Blade 
Recommended

Cut this material in 
mirror image 160°C - 170°C 2,5 - 3,0 bar  

medium pressure

7 - 10 seconds Peel Warm

Wash warm (max 60°C) 
inside out.  
Tumble Dry normal.  
Do NOT dry clean.

Layering not 
recommended

Iron inside out. Do 
not iron directly onto 
transfers.

Suitable for cotton, 
polyester, Cotton/
Polyester blends

Application Tape not 
required.

Standard dimensions: 500mm x 25m

THICKNESS

210 microns +/- 5 %

CODE PRODUCT SIZE 300mm 1m 2-9m 10m+ Full Roll/m Full Roll
AFI4791 Glow in the Dark 500mm $10.19 $30.56 $28.43 $26.45 $24.60 $615

The colours displayed are representative of the vinyl colour only and may vary slightly to actual material.

All prices are subject to 10% GST.

Free delivery on all orders over $150+gst.
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